Telecommunications and related networking services
are major business costs. The Aberdeen Group
estimates that they represent nearly 4% of revenue at
many companies.

Businesses that have
a comprehensive,
centralized
Telecommunications
Expense Management
(TEM) plan for managing
these costs can save up to
18%, yet less than 30% of all
companies have deployed a
TEM solution.
With Configure Inc.’s secure,
cloud-based TEM, enterprises of
all sizes can effortlessly identify
over-billing and other anomalies that are undetectable through cursory
reviews. Aptly branded TERA, for Telecom Expense Reduction and
Analysis, businesses gain unprecedented visibility into inventory, contract
compliance, best-in-class (and worst-in-class) expense control across both
wireless and wireline platforms.
Best of all, TERA can pay for itself in a year and then fund the ongoing
subscription through the savings it generates.
•

Let TERA provide your enterprise with greater control and increased
visibility. TERA will create a consolidated, actionable invoice view
across your many vendors and services, automatically flagging billing
irregularities. Configure billing experts can even launch and manage the
dispute and recovery process as an optional, fee-based service, freeing
up your staff to focus on more strategic work efforts.

•

TERA’s dashboard is intuitive, fully customizable, and accessible anywhere,
anytime from any device. User access is permission-based, so data visibility
can be partitioned. Reports can also be “pushed” to managers to create a
simpler, more focused and actionable process for corrective action.

•

Billing hierarchies can
be set up to mirror your
organization to facilitate
cost allocation and
best-in-class analytics.
Budget and expense
management can
be more precise and
effective using TERA’s
analytics and predictive
tools.

•

Zero Risk – Money
Back Savings
Guarantee. If you
decide that TERA is the
best solution for your organization, we guarantee a net savings within the first
year. If we fall short, we will refund the difference. Contact us today for details.
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